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ESCALE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

MIRROR CABINET
K-19616T

BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN

IMPORTANT !

NOTE

Cabinets are very heavy. Get help lifting and moving the

cabinets.
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Please read these instructions carefully to familiarize

yourself with the required tools, materials, and installation

sequences. Follow the sections that pertain to your

particular installation . This will help you avoid costly

mistakes. In addition to proper installation, read all

operating and safety instructions.

Before installation carefully inspect the new fixture for any

signs of damage.

The electrical equipment must be installed only by

qualified personnel.

These instructions contain important care, cleaning, and

warranty information-

All information in these instructions is based upon the

latest product information available at the time of

publication. Kohler Co. reserves the right to make

changes in product characteristics, packaging, or

availability at any time without notice.

please leave instructions for the

consumer.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Escale Mirror Cabinet W/ Lamp ................................K-19616T

This installation and user guide covers the installation of the

following for the Escale range:

............................................................K-19616T
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SAFETY: WARNINGS

Kohler products are precision-engineered and should give

continued superior and safe performance, provided:

1. They are installed, commissioned, operated and

maintained in accordance with the recommendations given

in this Manual.

2. Periodic attention is given, as necessary, to maintain the

product in good functional order. Recommended guidelines

are given in the section.

Carefully inspect the new fixture for any signs of damage.

When installing Kohler Products, manufacturers guidelines for

power tool safety should be followed.

MAINTENANCE

1.

2.

ROUGHING-IN

Unit: mm

710

165

1000
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INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Fixed type lighting apparatus for specific installation
Standard Code: GB 7000.1-2002

GB 7000.10-1999
Mode: 1118059
Power: 1 max 14W
Rated voltage: 230V
Light bulb: T5 Tri-tech G5
Degree of protection: IP23
Class of insulation: II

Fitting be covered with thermally insulating material is
not allowed.
NOTE!

GB 7000.1-2002
GB 7000.10-1999

1118059
14W
230V~
T5 G5

IP23
II

Install the mirror cabinet

1. Take out the light from the fixture packing case. (NOTE:

The socket and the electronic ballast have already be

connected, please take them out together and do not drag.)

2. Fix the light (the socket and the electronic ballast) with

screws in sequence according to the locating hole on the

upper board.

3. Fit the covers onto the fluorescent tube.

4. Push each end of the fluorescent tube into the socket and

rotate it to fix.

5. Push the covers in position on each end of the fluorescent

tube.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6. Push the end of the hinge cups and lift the doors from the
hinges.

7. Place the doors carefully to one side.

(WARNING: The middle door can not be
removed.)

6.

7.

-4-

8. Decide on the location of the mirror cabinet.

9. Mark the positions of the wall hanging brackets on the wall

to the dimensions given.

Make sure that you avoid hidden cables and

pipes when you drill holes in the wall.

Caution!

8.

9.

!

480mm

20mm

710mm

1950mm

1870mm

20mm

960mm

220-240V

( )
(Inner Distance Between

Side Boards)
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10. For Solid Wall installations, you must use suitable

attachment bolts and wall plugs to secure the unit to the

wall. Tighten bolts using an hexagonal wrench.

11. Using a suitable drill, drill the holes for the wall hanging

brackets. Secure the brackets to the wall with the

appropriate wall plugs and screws.

12. Place the mirror cabinet on the wall, hanging it over the

brackets on the wall.

13. You can choose to control the light and the anti-fog film

function together or seperately according to your own

desire.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Electrical Box

The mirror light and anti-fog film function together. The mirror light and the anti-fog film function separately.

Once the cable is installed correctly, close the lid of the cable
box.

To avoid electric shock, please ask the
professional electrician to connect the cables. Please
obey the local electricity regulations.

To avoid electric shock, please power off
before cable connection.

Caution!

Caution!

!

!
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15. Level the cabinet by adjusting the adjustment screws. The

top screw adjusts the cabinet horizontally, and the bottom

screw adjusts it vertically.

16. Use a spirit level to ensure the cabinet is level.

17. Choose a proper height and install the shelf supports in

the required positions by pushing them in gently into the

pre-drilled holes. Fit the shelves in position over the shelf

supports and ensure they are level.

18. Cover the other shelf holes with the given hole caps.

19. Refit the mirror cabinet doors over the door hinges and

ensure the doors are fitted securely and are level. The

screws in the hinges can be adjusted accordingly to

ensure the doors fit correctly.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
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USER MAINTENANCEUSER MAINTENANCE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. PU .

6. .

7.

8.

Cleaning

Caution! Risk of product damage. Many cleaners
contain abrasive and chemical substances, and should
not be used for cleaning stainless steel, enamel,
plated or plastic fittings. These finishes should be
cleaned using a mild washing up detergent or soap
solution, rinsed and then wiped dry with a soft clean
cloth.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. The cabinet door and interior are constructed of mirror and
aluminum. Use only a damp cloth to clean. Spray the cloth,
not the mirror when cleaning. Mirrors are damaged by the
use of ammonia or vinegar based cleaners. Rubbing
alcohol can be used for stubborn stains.

6. Use no abrasive cleansers on any part of the cabinet.

7. The white frame should be cleaned with a damp cloth only.

8. If any fixtures caused by abnormal reasons, Kohler China
can supply paid replacement for service parts caused by
abnormal reasons as shown in the next page in the limited
duration of warranty.

Many cleansers contain abrasive and chemical substance
which is not suitable for cleaning stainless steel, enamel,
plating or plastic products. You may use mild cleansers or
soaps to clean the surfaces. Wipe any splashes of cleaner
solutions from the surface with clean soft cloth.

Maintain ventilation in the bathroom, and separate the dry
area from the damp one if conditions permit. Try to open
the door and windows of the bathroom and maintain good
ventilation.

Kohler bathroom cabinet are dealt with strict procedures
for damp-proof, whose good damp-proof function ensures
good performance even in bathroom of huge humidity. Yet
do not splash and pour water directly on the bathroom
cabinet. Make sure that the bathroom is not over damp
and wipe any splashes from surfaces immediately.

Maintenance of door board: Clean and wipe door board
regularly, and wipe the condensation vapor with dry and
soft cloth.
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